Rack Accessories
RTE also carries a complete line of server rack accessories, including; shelves, keyboard trays, locks,
wheels, cagenuts, power distribution units, power strips, fans, digital thermostat and wireless smoke
alarm. These accessories use with main body for assistant function. Various parts improve the
performance. Small light‐load standard equipment installed on terminal board with 1U/2U
specification.
PDUPower Distribution Unit
A Power distribution unit (Commonly abbreviated
to PDU) is a device that distributes electric power.
RTE has a variety of PDU from simple to 19” rack‐
mountable to choose with 6/9 Pin options.
Cage Nuts
Cage Nuts combine the advantages of a spring‐steel captive nut cage
fastener with the superior strength of a multi‐threaded nut. Cage Nuts snap
easily into 3/8" square rack holes. A Cage Nut application does not require
special tools or skills, eliminating the need for special operations. The nut
floats within the spring‐steel cage more than enough to offset normal hole
misalignment.
Digital Thermostat With Fan Controller
The Temperature Sensor adjust cabinet temperature by
intelligent control over fan unit. This is a highly valuable
resource. Overheating is one of the worst things that can
happen to a server. With the sensor you won't have to keep
a watchful eye on the rack yourself, sensor will regulate
temperature for you.
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Specification
Temperature Range
Input
Output
Consumption
Power supply
Accuracy
Display
Ambient temperature
Maintain temperature
Ambient humidity
Installation

Parameter
0Ԩ~50Ԩ
PTC（10KΩ）
2‐way output
3W
220VAC
±1Ԩ
2 way 8 section digital pipe, red
‐10Ԩ~70Ԩ
‐20Ԩ~80Ԩ
≤85％RH
19″standard
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Leveling Feet
Teflon padded foot, steel encased with hardened steel 5/16"
threaded mounting shaft.

Wireless Smoke Detector Alarm
Wireless Smoke Detector Specification: Work Current: 12V Standard
battery operation.
Features: Self‐detecting, strong reliability, and easy installation. Relay
normally opened/closed signal output and resumes automatically. It
alarm independently. It also can match with security main panel as a
detector to alarm. With low power indication and test button.
Cantilevered Shelf
Cantilevered design shelf available in 19" (17‐1/4" useable) width. It
occupies 3‐1/2" (2 rack units) of vertical space and has 14‐1/2"
useable depth. Weight capacity is 50 pounds. 19" cantilevered
shelves serve as an excellent means for mounting non‐rack‐
mountable components such as tower or desktop CPU's, audio
components, video recorders, etc. It conforms to all standard 19" EIA
rack enclosures, cases, cabinets and frames from Star Case as well as
other OEM vendors. Weight each is 5.5 pounds.
Sliding Shelf
A Star Case exclusive and unique design, this expanding (mounts in
racks ranging from 18" to 26" rail‐to‐rail depth) sliding rack shelf or
1U rack drawer mounts into standard 19" EIA racks. The shelf firmly
attaches to both front and rear rack rails and occupies only 1 rack unit
of height space.
Door Locks
Different types of imported locks are also available Ex‐stock. These
locks available for front/back door and side panels. These locks can
be keyed identically or with different keys allowing you to manage
security levels.
Cable Organizers
19" horizontal rack mount and vertical mount wire managers
provides an efficient method for organizing patch cords and cabling
and at the same time maintaining required bend radius.
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